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Most of us use Internet, mainly for browsing stuff but largely for downloading files. Files that can be
downloaded from Internet depends like zipped files, HTML files, graphics, and cli part or audio files,
text documents, video files, applications, and so on. Even, it can be updates, game demos, video
files or any other kinds of files. Whatever the nature of file is, sometimes transferring files from net to
computer can be hazardous. File are downloaded from various locations on the net but the process
to channel a file from net and saving it is the same. Downloading a file is nothing but copying
information from any source to a destination like computer or other devices, like your favorite songs
to a portable music player. One of the main factors involved in downloading files is the speed at
which a file gets transferred. Particularly if the file to be downloaded is very large, it becomes a
hectic procedure and only a faster and reliable Internet connection is your savior.

There are several ways to transfer files faster from Internet to computer. To serve this purpose you
need to have a reliable and secure net connection like the one offered by FiOS Internet. Unlike in a
dial-up connection, where in you have to count on the blessings of God, so that the connection
never dies. This happens especially at the nick of the time when the download is 99 percent
complete. Sometimes the connection times-out leaving you stranded because of a slow net
connection. So, you might want to hold your thought before you get hooked up to a net connection.
You might want to consider the technology that your service provider uses so that you are linked
with blazing fast internet speeds. High-end technology that includes fiber optic means of data
transfer provides one of the fastest net connections. Fiber optic technology uses optically pure glass
to carry digital information as pulses of light providing faster connection speeds, more bandwidth
and stronger signals unlike the traditional copper wire method of data transfer. This high-end
technology ensures uninterrupted and reliable services.

A download manager might be of great help if you ever happen to encounter problems like lost
connection with server. This tool helps to continue with downloading where it paused, once the
server resumes unlike beginning it from the start. In case it is not evadable to have a faster net
connection, a solution to ease your downloading hassles is by transferring the downloading burden
to your service provider's server with the use of telnet technique. The idea behind this is to
download files on to net provider's server which obviously work much faster and then split the
downloaded files and retrieve it to your computer. This can be accomplished in higher speeds and
this method not only works faster to download files but is also more reliable methods. Make sure to
delete all the temporary files on your service provider's server or computer. This method sounds
good when there is rather large file to be downloaded.

Apart from the speed part another important aspect to keep in mind while downloading files is
Internet threat. The main risk involved when transferring files is that it may contain any computer
virus and it poses great danger to the personal information stored in the PC. These programs can
damage your computer, so it very important to download files from a trusted site. Avoid using certain
file type that come with weird extensions. Also, avoid pop-ups that appear when a web page is
opened as most of the pop-ups are the dubious source that contain infected virus. Do a quick scan
before you open downloaded file. Ultimately, have a safe, secure and fast downloading of files.
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